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C h a p t e r  4  

ANALYSIS OF [FeFe] HYDROGENASE SEQUENCES FROM THE HYDROGEN 
RICH GUTS OF HIGHER TERMITES REVEALS CORRELATION BETWEEN GUT 

ECOSYSTEM PARAMETERS AND SEQUENCE COMMUNITY COMPOSITION 

Abstract 

Hydrogen is the central free intermediate in the degradation of wood by termite gut 

microbes and can reach concentrations exceeding those measured for any other biological 

system.  Degenerate primers targeting the largest family of [FeFe] hydrogenases observed 

in a termite gut metagenome (Warnecke, F., et al. 2007. Nature 450: 560-569) have been 

used to explore the evolution and representation of these enzymes in termites.  Sequences 

were cloned from the guts of the higher termites Amitermes sp. Cost010, Amitermes sp. 

JT2, Gnathamitermes sp. JT5, Microcerotermes sp. Cost008, Nasutitermes sp. Cost003, 

and Rhyncotermes sp. Cost004. Each gut sample harbored a more rich and evenly 

distributed population of hydrogenase sequences than observed previously in the guts of 

lower termites and C. punctulatus (see Chapter 3).  This accentuates the physiological 

importance of hydrogen to higher termite gut ecosystems and may reflect an increased 

metabolic burden imposed by a lack of gut protozoa.  The sequences were 

phylogenetically distinct from previously sequenced [FeFe] hydrogenases.  Phylogenetic 

and Unifrac comparisons revealed congruence between host phylogeny and hydrogenase 

sequence library clustering patterns.  This may reflect the combined influences of the 

stable intimate relationship of gut microbes with their host and environmental alterations 

in the gut that have occurred over the course of termite evolution.  Interestingly, host 

feeding habits were similarly observed to correlate with sequence library clustering in 

Unifrac.  These results accentuate the physiological importance of hydrogen to termite 
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gut ecosystems and imply that gut microbes of wood feeding insects may have “co-

evolved” with their hosts.  
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Introduction 

Hydrogen plays a pivotal role in the digestion of wood by termites (3, 8, 16, 38, 39, 42).  

Concentrations in the guts of some species can reach concentrations exceeding those 

measured for any other biological system (16, 20, 42, 43, 46, 48, 49).  The turnover of the 

gas in the gut has been measured in some species at rates as high as 33 m3 H2 per m3 gut 

volume per day (42). The environment is also spatially complex, comprising a matrix of 

microenvironments characterized by different hydrogen concentrations (10, 11, 16, 27, 

28, 42). 

This hydrogen is produced during the fermentation of lignocellulosic polysaccharides by 

the symbiotic microbial community residing in the termite gut (19, 21, 22, 38, 39, 52, 56, 

57).  The termites are dependent upon this complex symbiosis for the degradation of 

wood (4-6, 9, 14, 15, 38).  The primary product of this symbiosis is acetate, which the 

termites use as their primary carbon and energy source (40).  The majority of the 

hydrogen in the gut is used by bacteria in reductive acetogenesis to produce up to 1/3 of 

this acetate (3, 8, 29, 40, 42).  A small portion of the hydrogen in the gut is used by 

methanogenic archaea (3, 27, 42). 

Termites can be classified as belonging to one of two phylogenetic groups, higher 

termites or lower termites (25).  Higher termites characteristically lack protozoa in their 

guts, which are abundant in the guts of lower termites, and have more highly segmented 

gut structures than lower termites (14, 36, 37).  Of the over 2600 known species of 

termites, over 70% are higher termites (25, 55).  They represent the largest and most 

diverse group of termites (24, 55).  Yet, most of what we know about termite gut 

microbes comes from work done with lower termites and comparatively little work has 
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been done with the communities of higher termites (4, 5, 7, 9).  The primary reason for 

this is that it was believed until recently that the gut microbes of higher termites played 

only a minor role in wood digestion (47, 51, 53).  This changed with the recent 

publication of the gut metagenome of a higher termite where it was found that the gut 

community encodes genes for reductive acetogenesis, polysaccharide degradation, and an 

abundance of [FeFe] hydrogenases, all pointing in the direction of a more active role in 

wood degradation (53).  This previously under-acknowledged role for the gut microbes 

has also found support in the findings of Toduda and Watanabe (51). 

Wood feeding insects have shared a stable and intimate mutualism with their respective 

gut microbial communities over the course of their evolution (54).  The composition of 

these communities has been shown to vary substantially with host feeding habits (35, 45, 

50).  Interestingly, a study on the distribution of formyltetrahydrofolate synthetase 

(FTHFS) genes in the guts of higher termites has provided evidence that feeding habits 

have an important influence on community composition (41).  Moreover, it has been 

proposed that the gut microbes of lower termites and Cryptocercus may “co-evolve” with 

their respective hosts (1, 12, 13, 17). 

Here we report a phylogenetic analysis of [FeFe] hydrogenase genes cloned from the guts 

of higher termites.  The objective was to better understand the diversity, adaptation, and 

evolution of the genes in these hydrogen-metabolizing ecosystems. Moreover, the 

influence of host ecosystem variations on the hydrogenase sequence composition of their 

associated microbial communities was investigated through cross-comparisons with 

sequence libraries reported previously for lower termite and wood-roach samples (see 

Chapter 3). 
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Methods 

Termites.  Nasutitermes sp. Cost003 and Rhyncotermtes sp. Cost004 were collected in 

the INBIO forest preserve in Guápiles, Costa Rica.  Cost003 was collected at a height of 

1.2 m from a Psidium guajaba tree and was believed to be feeding on deadwood.  

Cost004 was collected from a nest located under a Bromeliad.  Feeding trails leading 

from this nest to a pile of decaying wood and plant material suggested litter feeding.  

Microcerotermes sp. Cost008 was collected from the base of a palm tree about 100 m 

from the beach at Cahuita National Park in Costa Rica, and appeared to be feeding on the 

palm tree.  Amitermes sp. Cost010 was collected from the roots of dead sugar cane plants 

at a plantation in Costa Rica.  Amitermes sp. JT2 and Gnathamitermes sp. JT5 were 

collected from subterranean nests at Joshua Tree National Park (Permit#: JOTR:2008-

SCI-002).   

Termites were identified in a previous study (41) using insect mitochondrial cytochrome 

oxidase subunit II (COXII) gene sequences and morphology.  The COXII genes were 

amplified directly from the DNA samples that hydrogenases were cloned from.  COXII 

was amplified using the primers CI-J-1773 and B-tLys and cycling conditions described 

by Miura et al. (34)  FailSafe PremixD (Epicentre) and Expand High Fidelity Taq 

(Roche) were substituted for the polymerase and buffers, respectively.  Sequences were 

edited and analyzed in a manner analogous to that described below for cloned [FeFe] 

hydrogenase sequences.  Samples were identified as belonging to the genus of the termite 

harboring harboring the COXII sequence to which they were found most near in 

phylogenetic analyses. 

DNA Extraction and Cloning.  DNA was extracted from whole dissected guts and 

quantitated as described previously (33) and in Chapter 3.  Degenerate primers designed 
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in Chapter 3 for the specific amplification of Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenases were used for 

the cloning of gut sequences as described there.  Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenases, first 

defined by Warnecke et al., were the most highly represented group of enzymatic 

hydrogenases observed in the Nasutitermes hindgut metagenome sequence (53).  Family 

3 [FeFe] hydrogenases were the only group of hydrogenases observed in the 

Nasutitermes hindgut metagenome whose in situ translation was verified by MS (53).  

The degenerate primer sequences, which were ordered from IDT DNA, were 

WSICCICARCARATGATGG and CCIIKRCAIGCCATIACYTC for the forward and 

reverse primers, respectively, where “I” represents inositol. 

RFLP Analysis and Sequencing.  For each termite gut, 96 clones were randomly 

selected for RFLP analysis as described previously in Chapter 3.  Sequences representing 

each unique RFLP pattern observed were arbitrarily selected and submitted for 

sequencing, as described previously in Chapter 3.  The sequences obtained were 

manually trimmed in SeqMan, available from DNA* as part of the Lasergene software 

suite, to remove the plasmid and degenerate primer sequences. 

The identity of each sequence as a hydrogenase was verified using by BLASTing it 

against GeneBank.  Sequences that did not have hydrogenases as the top hits were not 

included in further analyses.  Also, sequences that in subsequent analyses aligned poorly 

with other cloned hydrogenase sequences were re-sequenced and analyzed manually for 

frame-shift mutations if they continued to align poorly or contain internal stop codons.  

Frame-shift mutations were identified and manually corrected at the DNA level for three 

clones based upon sequence alignments and careful inspection of sequencer trace files, 

see footnotes to Table 4-S1 in this chapter’s appendix. 
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Phylogenetic Analysis.  An operational taxonomic unit (OTU) was defined as those 

peptide sequences sharing a minimum of 97% sequence identity.  Sequences were 

grouped into OTUs using the furthest-neighbor algorithm in DOTUR (44). 

The ARB software environment (32) was used for phylogenetic analysis of hydrogenase 

sequences, which was completed as described previously in Chapter 3.  Cloned sequences 

and their OTUs used in these analyses are listed in Table 4-S1 in the appendix to this 

chapter.  Trees were constructed using 173 unambiguously aligned amino acid positions 

with distance matrix (Fitch), maximum parsimony (Phylip PROTPARS), and maximum 

likelihood (PhylipPROML) treeing methods. The following sequences comprised the 

outgroup used to construct Figures 4-2 and 4-3:  Pseudotrichonympha grassii 

(AB331668); uncultured parabasilid (AB331670); Holomastigotoides mirabile 

(AB331669), Pseudotrichonympha grassii (AB331667), Treponema primitia ZAS-1 

(HndA1, accession), T. primitia ZAS-2 (HndA2, accession), T. primitia ZAS-2 (HndA3, 

accession), T. primitia ZAS-1 (HydA1, accession).  The following Family 3 [FeFe] 

hydrogenase sequences reported in Chapter 2, were also used to construct Figures 4-2 and 

4-3:  Treponema primitia strain ZAS-2 (HndA1, Chapter 2); Treponema azotonutricium 

strain ZAS-9 (HndA, Chapter 2). 

Diversity and Sequence Richness Calculations.  Chao1 sequence richness and Shannon 

diversity indices for each clone set were calculated using EstimateS version 8.0.0 for 

Macintosh computers, written and made freely available by Robert K. Colwell 

(http://viceroy.eeb.uconn.edu/EstimateS).  OTUs and their respective sequence 

abundances were used as inputs to the program. 
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Community Comparisons.  Unifrac (31) was used for quantitative comparisons of the 

higher termite [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences with each other or with those from lower 

termites and C. punctulatus reported previously in Chapter 3.  Maximum likelihood trees 

were constructed according to the methods described above and subsequently used as the 

input for Unifrac analyses.  173 unambiguously alighted amino acids were used in treeing 

calculations.  Each termite or C. punctulatus sequence library was designated as a unique 

environment. The number of cloned sequences represented by each OTU was input to 

Unifrac to be used for calculating abundance weights.  The environments were compared 

using the Unifrac jackknife and principle component analyses.  Normalized abundance 

weights were used in all calculations.  The jackknife calculation was completed with 

1000 samplings and using 75% of the OTUs contained in the smallest environment 

sample as the minimum number of sequences to keep. 

Results 

Sequences cloned.  Hydrogenase sequences representing as many as 44 sequence OTUs 

were cloned from each of the higher termites, see Table 4-1.  Table 4-S1 in the chapter’s 

appendix lists all clones, and their corresponding OTUs, analyzed in this study.  The 

collector’s curves for each sequence library are provided as Figure 4-1.  Microcerotermes 

was the only sample having 75% of all cloned sequences distributed among less than 7 

OTUs.  The Shannon diversity index and the Chao1 species richness index for each 

sequence library are listed in Table 4-1.  

Phylogenetic analysis.  In phylogenetic analyses comparing the cloned sequences to 

publically available [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences in our database, all but one (see 
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Table 4-1. Quantifying hydrogenase clone library diversity. 
 

 
aNumber of unique restriction fragment polymorphism patterns (RFLPs) observed. 
 

bNumber of operational taxonomic units (OTUs); calculated using the furthest-neighbor 
method and a 97% amino-acid sequence similarity cut-off. 
 

cChao1 species-richness index calculated using the classic method in EstimateS.  OTUs 
representing Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenases with their respective abundances were used 
as program inputs. 
 

dShannon diversity index calculated using EstimateS. OTUs representing Family 3 [FeFe] 
hydrogenases with their respective abundances were used as program inputs. 
 

eOne of these OTUs represented Family 7 [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences (see Table 4-S1 
in the chapter’s appendix) and was not used in the calculation of the diversity indices. 
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Figure 4-1. 
 

 
Figure 4-1. Collector’s curves.  The horizontal brackets in each figure indicate the 
number of OTUs comprising 75% of all sequences cloned.  Each bin represents an OTU 
calculated with the furthest-neighbor method a 97% amino-acid similarity cut-off using 
DOTUR (44). A) Amitermes sp. JT5, B) Gnathamitermes sp. JT5, C) Microcerotermes 
sp. Cost008, D) Amitermes sp. Cost010, E) Rhyncotermes sp. Cost004, F) Nasutitermes 
sp. Cost003. 
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footnote to Table 4-S1 in the chapter’s appendix) formed a single large clade to the 

exclusion of all non-termite bacterial sequences, data not shown.  Within this clade were 

included Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences from a Nasutitermes gut metagenome 

(53) and from the genome sequences of two treponemes isolated from Zootermopsis 

angusticolis, T. primitia ZAS-2 and T. azotonutricum ZAS-9 (see Chapter 2), data not 

shown.  A maximum likelihood tree for all of the cloned [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences 

is provided as Figure 4-2. 

Upon a cursory inspection of phylogenetic groupings, the hydrogenase sequences 

appeared to cluster in a manner roughly congruent with the phylogeny of their hosts.  For 

example, both Amitermes samples tended to group with each other in phylogenetic 

analyses.  Gnathamitermes and Amitermes were the only higher termite samples analyzed 

in this study whose COII sequences formed a tight, coherent clade with each other in 

phylogenetic analyses (41).  Interestingly, hydrogenase sequences from these samples 

tended to group with one another as well.  Moreover, hydrogenase sequences from a 

given termite sample tended to cluster with each other. 

Sequence library cross-comparisons.  A maximum likelihood tree comparing all of the 

Family 3 hydrogenases cloned from the higher termite samples to those cloned previously 

from C. punctulatus and lower termite gut samples (see Chapter 3) is provided as Figure 

4-3.  There is a clear separation between the higher termite sequences and those from C. 

punctulatus and lower termites.  The latter two groups of sequences appear to intermingle 

with each other in the tree.  This apparent congruence between the phylogenetic 

clustering of the cloned hydrogenases and that of their respective hosts was much more 

striking in the Unifrac jackknife clustering of the samples, see Figure 4-4.  In this 
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Figure 4-2. 
 

 
Figure 4-2. Phylogram for Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenases cloned from the guts of 
higher termites.  The tree was calculated using a maximum likelihood (Phylip ProML) 
method with 173 unambiguously aligned amino acid positions.  Open circles designate 
groupings also supported by either parsimony (Phylip PROTPARS, 1000 bootstraps) or 
distance matrix (Fitch) methods.  Closed circles designate groupings supported by all 
three methods. Each leaf represents an OTU.  Leaves and branches representing OTUs 
cloned from Amitermes sp. Cost010 = blue; Amitermes sp. JT2 = purple; Gnathamitermes 
sp. JT5 = brown; Microcerotermes sp. JT5 = green; Nasutitermes sp. Cost003 = black; 
Rhyncotermes sp. Cost004 = red.  Hydrogenase sequences taken from T. primitia ZAS-2 
and T. primitia ZAS-9 are labeled as ZAS-2 (HndA1) and ZAS-9 (HndA), respectively.  
Tree drawn using Phylip drawgram (18). 
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Figure 4-3. 
 

 
 
Figure 4-3. Phylogram comparing Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenases cloned from higher 
termites to sequences cloned previously from C. punctulatus and lower termites.  See 
Figure 4-2 caption for description of open and closed black circles and tree construction 
methods. Each leaf represents an OTU.  Leaves and branches representing OTUs cloned 
from lower termites are in blue, from C. punctulatus are in green, and from higher 
termites are in red.  Hydrogenase sequences taken from T. primitia ZAS-2 and T. primitia 
ZAS-9 are labeled as ZAS-2 (HndA1) and ZAS-9 (HndA), respectively.  Tree drawn 
using Phylip drawgram (18). 
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Figure 4-4. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Unifrac jackknife analysis of Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences 
cloned from higher termites, lower termites, and C. punctulatus.  The maximum-
likelihood tree shown in Figure 4-3 and the OTUs with their respective abundance 
weights listed in Table 4-S1 of the appendix to this chapter and taken from Table 3-S1 in 
the appendix to Chapter 3 were used as inputs to Unifrac.  The analysis was completed 
using normalized abundance weights, 1000 samplings, and keeping a number of 
sequences equal to 75% of the number of OTUs represented by the smallest sample 
analyzed.  Each insect sample was designated as a unique environment.  The grey box 
highlights all higher termite environments.  The numbers designate the percentage of 
samplings supporting a particular cluster.  
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analysis, the clustering of the hydrogenase sequences was congruent with the phylogeny 

of their respective hosts reported by Legendre et al. and Inward et al. (23, 24, 30).  This 

clustering was further supported by the Unifrac PCA analysis of the sequences, see 

Figure 4-5.  In the PCA analysis, there is a distinguishable separation between sequences 

from each of the three groups representing higher termites, lower termites, and C. 

punctulatus.  Principle component 1, which accounted for the separation of higher 

termites from lower termites and C. punctulatus, explained 34.87% of the variation. 

A Unifrac principle component analysis of the [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences cloned 

from higher termites is provided as Figure 4-6.  Sequences from Amitermes sp. Cost010, 

Amitermes sp. JT5, and Gnathamitermes sp. JT5 clustered together.  These termite 

samples are unique from the others because of their close phylogenetic relationship to 

one another, as discussed above, and because they were collected from sub-terranean 

nests.  These samples could be distinguished from the others according to principle 

component 1, which explained 30.68% of the variation.  

Discussion 

High [FeFe] hydrogenase sequence diversity in higher termites.  The abundance of 

[FeFe] hydrogenases cloned from the guts of higher termites, representing as many as 45 

OTUs in the case of Rhyncotermes sp. Cost004, emphasizes the physiological importance 

of these enzymes to these complex ecosystems.  Moreover, these cloned sequences, with 

the exception of one, belong to the largest family of [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences 

observed in a higher termite gut metagenome.  There is good reason to believe that this is 

only a sampling of a much larger diversity because only one of a total of 9 families 

reported in the Nasutitermes gut metagenome sequence was targeted in this analysis.  

Interestingly, all of the higher termite sequences grouped with one another to the 
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Figure 4-5. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4-5. Unifrac principle component analysis of Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenase 
sequences cloned from the guts of higher termites, lower termites, and C. 
punctulatus.  The maximum-likelihood tree shown in Figure 4-3 and the OTUs with their 
respective abundance weights given in Table 4-S1 of the appendix to this chapter and 
taken from Table 3-S1 in the appendix to Chapter 3 were used as inputs to Unifrac.  
Principle components were calculated using normalized abundance weights.  Each 
termite or C. punctulatus sample was designated as a unique environment. Higher termite 
environments are in red, lower termite environments are in blue, and C. punctulatus 
environments are in green. P1 = principle component 1, P2 = principle component 2. Ca 
= C. punctulatus adult, Cn = C. punctulatus nymph, GA = a cluster of samples 
comprising Amitermes sp. Cost010, Amitermes sp. Cost003, and Gnathamitermes sp. JT5, 
I = Incisitermes minor isolate collection Pas1, M = Microcerotermes sp. Cost008, N = 
Nasutitermes sp. Cost003, R = Reticulitermes Hesperus collection ChiA2, Rh = 
Rhyncotermes sp. Cost004, Z = Zootermopsis nevadensis collection ChiA1. 
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Figure 4-6. 
 
 

 
Figure 4-6. Unifrac principle component analysis of Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenase 
sequences cloned from higher termites in this study.  The maximum-likelihood tree 
shown in Figure 4-2 and the OTUs with their respective abundance weights given in 
Table 4-S1 of the appendix to this chapter were used as inputs to Unifrac.  Principle 
components were calculated using normalized abundance weights.  Each termite sample 
was designated as a unique environment.  Environments representing sub-terranean 
termites are in purple, those representing all other higher termites are in red.  P1 = 
principle component 1, P2 = principle component 2.  Ac = Amitermes sp. Cost010, Aj = 
Amitermes sp. JT2, G = Gnathamitermes sp. JT5, M = Microcerotermes sp. Cost008, N = 
Nasutitermes sp. Cost003, Rh = Rhyncotermes sp. Cost004. 
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exclusion of all other non-termite [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences in our database.  This 

may imply unique adaptations of these sequences to the termite gut ecosystem.  Similar 

community-wide adaptations of [FeFe] hydrogenase sequences from unique ecosystems 

has been reported previously as reported in Chapter 3 and elsewhere (2). 

Higher termites characteristically lack protozoa in the gut (14).  Lower termites and C. 

punctulatus have an abundance of protozoa in their guts that are largely responsible for 

the fermentation of lignocellulosic polysaccharides and the concomitant production of 

most of the hydrogen in the termite gut (4, 7, 9, 15, 26, 42, 52).  The abscence of 

protozoa in higher termite guts may introduce important selective forces on bacteria 

unique to these ecosystems including a greater burden to produce and consume hydrogen.  

As one might expect then, the hydrogenases cloned from the higher termites tended to 

have a more even distribution and broader sequence diversity than sequences cloned from 

C. punctulatus or lower termites, compare Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1 from this study to 

Table 3-1 and Figures 3-1 and 3-2 from Chapter 3. 

Congruence of [FeFe] hydrogenase and host phylogeny.  [FeFe] hydrogenases cloned 

from closely related termites had a tendency to group with one another in phylogenetic 

analyses, see Figure 4-2.  For example, sequences from both Amitermes gut samples 

tended to group together despite their being collected from locations separated by a great 

distance – California and Costa Rica.  Sequence OTUs from a particular termite tended to 

group with one another rather than with sequences from other termites. In a phylogenetic 

analysis of the COII sequences used for molecular characterization of the termite 

samples, Gnathamitermes sp. JT5 and Amitermes sp. JT2 were found to be the most 

closely related of any of the higher termites used in this study (41).  Correspondingly, 
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there was a tendency for sequences from Gnathamitermes sp. JT5 to group with those 

from the Amitermes sp. samples. As one would expect, sequences taken from the 

genomes T. primitia ZAS-2 and T. azotonutricium ZAS-9, each isolated from the gut of a 

lower termite, did not group strongly with any of the sequences cloned from the higher 

termites, see Figure 4-2.   

This congruence was further supported by phylogenetic comparisons of the higher 

termite sequences to lower termite and Cryptocercus sequences cloned previously.  In the 

maximum likelihood tree shown in Figure 4-3, there is a clear segregation of the higher 

termite hydrogenase sequences from those of Cryptocercus and lower termites.  The lack 

of clear segregation of the lower termite sequences from those of C. punctulatus is in 

agreement with the close evolutionary relatedness of these insects (23, 24, 30).  A 

Unifrac principle component analysis using the maximum likelihood tree shown in 

Figure 4-5 further supported these qualitative observations.  The 1st principle component, 

explaining 34.87% of the variation, separated the higher termites from Cryptocercus and 

lower termites.  The jackknife clustering of the [FeFe] hydrogenease communities 

mimicked previously proposed termite phylogenies remarkably (23, 24, 30).   

The observed congruence between [FeFe] hydrogenase phylogeny and that of the host 

may imply that hydrogenases, and by extension their respective gut communities, have 

co-evolved in an intimate relationship with their host termites. This is in agreement with 

previous proposals of termite or Cryptocercus gut microbes having co-evolved with their 

host (1, 12, 13, 17).  Perhaps more accurately, this observation may be explained as a 

consequence of the influence of environmental alterations in the gut, such as the presence 
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or lack of protozoa or various anatomical alterations, that have developed over the course 

of termite evolution. 

Influence of host feeding habits.  Unifrac principle component and jackknife clustering 

analyses of a maximum likelihood tree of all higher termite sequences, see Figures 4-6, 

revealed a close clustering of the Amitermes sp. samples and Gnathamitermes sp. JT5 

samples.  This clustering was apparent when the 1st and 2nd principle components, 

collectively explaining 57.22% of variation, were plotted against each other.  In addition 

to sharing the close phylogenetic relationship discussed above, the Amitermes sp. and the 

Gnathamitermes sp. JT5 termite samples were all collected from sub-terranean gallies 

implying a grass- or soil-feeding diet and increased exposure to humics.  Elizabeth 

Ottesen has reported a similar distinguishability between sub-terranean higher termites 

and other higher termites in her work on the FTHFS gene using the same higher termite 

samples used in this study (41).  Previous studies have also shown that higher termites 

with different feeding habits have markedly different compositions of symbiotic bacteria 

in their guts (35, 45, 50).  Feeding habits may be an important parameter, intimately 

associated with host phylogeny, influencing the [FeFe] hydrogenase sequence 

representation in the termite gut.   

Conclusions.  Termites are a rich reservoir of uniquely adapted [FeFe] hydrogenase gene 

diversity.  The high representation of [FeFe] hydrogenases observed in the guts of higher 

termites accentuates the physiological importance of these ecosystems.  The enzymes had 

a higher representation and more even population distributions than was observed 

previously in lower termites and a woodroach, see Chapter 3.  This may be the 
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consequence of an increased metabolic burden on the gut bacteria in higher termites to 

metabolize hydrogen as a consequence of a lack of gut protozoa.  

The congruence of [FeFe] hydrogenase sequence phylogeny with host phylogeny 

provides experimental support for the hypothesis that the gut microbial communities of 

termites and Cryptocersus have “co-evolved” with their host.  This may reflect the 

combined influences of the stable, intimate relationship of gut microbes with their host 

and the environmental alterations in the gut, such as the presence or lack of protozoa or 

various anatomical or host nutritional alterations, that have occurred over the course of 

termite evolution.  Unifrac analyses further revealed that long standing host-feeding 

preferences, a variable perhaps closely correlated with termite evolution, may have an 

important influence on the hydrogenase sequence population in the termite gut. 

Surveying the representation of Family 3 [FeFe] hydrogenases has begun to shed light on 

the physiology and evolution of the gut microbial communities of termites.   
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Table 4-S1. Sequences cloned.  
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Continuing Table 4-S1. 
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Continuing Table 4-S1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

aOTUs calculated using the furthest-neighbor method in DOTUR with a 97% amino-acid 
similarity cut-off. 
 

bNumber of cloned sequences grouped within each OTU. 
 

cPercent of cloned sequences represented by each OTU.  
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dSequences containing frame-shift mutations that were “corrected” manually by the 
addition or subtraction of nucleotides at the DNA sequence level to allow for 
phylogenetic analyses using amino acid sequences.  
 

eSequence OUT grouping phylogenetically with sequences previously classified as 
Family 7 [FeFe] hydrogenases (53). 
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